
NOW EVEN FASTER! 500/500 Mbps

ULTRAFi Includes Value, Convenience & Innovation

TV
  Spectrum Cable TV with 175+ Channels

  (1) HD Cable Boxes and (1) HD Cable

Box with DVR

  (1) Complimentary Apple TV Box*

  SHOWTIME® 

  Spectrum on Demand

Spectrum Internet®

  500/500 Mbps Internet Speeds*

  (1) WiFi Extender

  (1) WiFi Router

  Instant downloads and instant uploads 

regardless of file size or crowd size means

no more delays or disruptions

  Costs less than traditional internet and

cable TV bundles

  Included in quarterly HOA Assessments

  Creates a vibrant place to live, work and

play where everyone is connected

  Designed to support today’s technology,

as well as future advancements

  Set the stage for the next generation of 

innovation, business, education, healthcare

& transportation

*Base package can be upgraded to include 1 gigabit at 

 home for only $60 additional per month plus tax.

 *1 Apple TV per address one time only.

Streaming at the Speed of Life
ULTRAFi by Metro Places is a unique internet and cable TV 
bundled experience that gives you all the speed you need,  
at a rate you won’t find anywhere else.

Enjoy up to 500/500 Mbps symmetrical speeds at home.  
This means lightning-fast downloads and uploads allow  
you to play, watch, game, surf and stream with effortless  
streaming for the whole family with no interruptions.

*INTERNET: Speed based on wired connection. Available internet speeds may vary by address. Wireless 
speeds may vary. Pricing and services subject to all applicable service terms and conditions, subject to 
change. Services not available in all areas. Restrictions apply. ©2021 Charter Communications
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For more information about the benefits of ULTRAFi visit 
myULTRAFi.com or email ULTRAFi@MetroPlaces.com

For technical support and installation appointments,
please call Spectrum at 833-697-7328

Abbott Park 
Epperson

Glen Creek 
Mirada 

Park Creek
Sereno

Southshore Bay
Union Park
Waterleaf

A unique internet and cable TV bundled experience that 
gives you all the speed you need, at a rate you won’t find 
anywhere else.

Live in the Nation’s
HOTTEST HOT-SPOT

ULTRAFi COMMUNITIES


